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 1                   STATE OF INDIANA
   
 2 
   
 3 
                  CIVIL RIGHTS COMMISSION
 4 
   
 5 
   
 6 
   
 7           The Indiana Civil Rights Commission meeting
   
 8  was held on the 26th day of SEPTEMBER, 2014, at the
   
 9  Indiana Government Center South, 402 West Washington
   
10  Street, Conference Center Room A, Indianapolis,
   
11  Indiana, and reported by me, Marjorie A. Addington,
   
12  Notary Public in and for the County of Hamilton,
   
13  State of Indiana, CM, CSR: KS.
   
14       The following persons were present for the
   
15  meeting: CFO Pam Cook, Administrative Assistant
   
16  Debbie Rincones-Chavez, Chairperson Alpha Blackburn,
   
17  Vice Chairman David Carter, Commissioners Steven
   
18  Ramos, Barry Baynard, and Charles Gidney, Executive
   
19  Director Jamal Smith, and Deputy Director Akia
   
20  Haynes.
   
21 
   
22 
   
23            ACCURATE REPORTING OF INDIANA
                   12922 BRIGHTON AVENUE
24                   CARMEL, IN 46032
                      (317) 848-0088
25 
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 1          CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN: Good morning.  The


 2  Indiana Civil Rights Commission is now convened.  We
 3  do have a quorum.  I would ask for approval of the
 4  minutes.  May I have a motion?
 5          COMMISSIONER BAYNARD: So moved.
 6          COMMISSIONER CARTER: Second.
 7          CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN: And a second
 8  contained in that.  Thank you very much.  Anyone
 9  opposed?
10          (No response.)
11          CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN: Very good, thank you.


12  The financial report is included in your packet.
13  Ms. Cook, would you like to make any comments?
14          MS. COOK: Good morning.
15          CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN: Good morning.
16          MS. COOK: You've had an opportunity to
17  review last month's financial reports.  If you have
18  any questions I'd like to go ahead and entertain
19  those at this time.  Hearing none.
20           We have received our current year EEOC
21  Cooperative Agreement Award, total award $226,800.
22  Of that we have received our first drawdown of
23  $111,100.  We also just received this morning the
24  award for our HUD Cooperative Agreement for this
25  year, $442,802, and both numbers are up from last
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 1  year's figures.
 2          CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN: Up from last year?


 3          MS. COOK: Yes.
 4          CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN: By about how much?


 5          MS. COOK: Let's see.  About 80,000 on the
 6  HUD Cooperative Agreement and only about 10,000 on
 7  the EEOC portion.
 8          CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN: Forgive the cynicism


 9  in this question, but having received increases from
10  both HUD and --
11          EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: The EEOC.
12          CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN: -- EEOC, my question


13  is whether or not the State budgeted allotment would
14  be reduced as a result.
15          EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: So the answer to


16  that question is hopefully not and we will do
17  everything within our power to make sure that it's
18  not.  Keep in mind that our general fund money, that
19  90 plus percent of it is all what they call Line 1,
20  which is salaries and benefits, so technically
21  there's not much room to decrease that at all.
22           In fact, we've had a pretty candid
23  conversation with OMB about our reluctancy to revert
24  any funds this fiscal year.  It doesn't mean they're
25  not going to ask, but we wanted to prepare them for
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 1  our response of "We're," I don't know, "we're past
 2  the bone, you know, we're like at gristle."  Now, Pam
 3  has also done a good job of looking at I think it's
 4  Line 2 through 9 --
 5          MS. COOK: Yes.
 6          EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: -- which are kind


 7  of the other auxiliary things, computer, desk
 8  assignments, things of that nature that we have to
 9  pay for, HR agreements with SCD, all of those things
10  that kind of fall outside of Line 1, and anything
11  that we could lump into the monies used for our
12  federal obligations we've done so, but even those are
13  pretty dry.
14           So not too terribly concerned about the
15  reversion, solely because we don't really have much
16  of anything else to revert, and they can't revert the
17  federal funds, they are what they are, and so they'll
18  sit there and we'll continue to be good stewards with
19  that money that we did get.
20           And, you know, one of the things that the
21  increase does allow us to do is continue to think
22  more creatively about how we do education and
23  outreach, and big kudos to our external ops team
24  because, you know, I'd put them up against especially
25  the other state agencies in terms of thinking
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 1  creatively as to how we reach other communities,
 2  they've done an outstanding job and I think the
 3  increase will allow us to do even more.
 4          CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN: One other quick
 5  question.  The other commissions with whom we have
 6  collaborative interests and programs, do the funds to
 7  support our activities with those other commissions
 8  come from them or directly from the State?
 9          EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: Which other
10  commission, like the cultural commissions that we
11  have?
12          CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN: I'm thinking of the


13  Commission for Young Men and the Commission for MLK
14  and --
15          COMMISSIONER RAMOS: Native American.
16          CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN: -- those sorts of
17  collaborative groups.
18          EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: So all of those by


19  statute now exist underneath the ICRC umbrella, so
20  they are literally a part of our agency.
21          CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN: Okay.
22          EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: Their own
23  individual statutes also allocate a certain amount of
24  general fund money to them as well.  For example, I
25  think the MLK Commission gets somewhere in the
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 1  neighborhood of 20,000 bucks and their only statutory
 2  obligation is to put on the MLK Celebration in
 3  January and then the Holocaust Commemoration in
 4  April, or late March, April, and all the other
 5  cultural commissions, the Hispanic and Latino
 6  Commission, the Native American Commission, Women's
 7  Commission and the Social Status of Black Males, also
 8  has an allocated budget from the general fund, it
 9  varies anywhere between I want to say roughly 90 to
10  about a hundred grand.
11          MS. COOK: 135.
12          EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: 135 grand for
13  some, but they also have their own funds.  The
14  majority of it's eaten up in salary and some of the
15  outreach events that they do.  So when we collaborate
16  on like Hispanic Heritage Month, we've done quite a
17  bit this month, and when we collaborate with those
18  commissions we tend to go in and think monetarily how
19  it looks and ICRC will put up some funds for the
20  larger events, and then for some of the smaller, more
21  intimate ones, those commissions kind of dictate
22  their own thing.  Those are all set in place by way
23  of their strategic plan, which is what we mandated
24  they put together at the beginning of the fiscal year
25  anyway, so all of those things we know upfront, we
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 1  know exactly how many events and programs that
 2  they'll be doing throughout the year and how many of
 3  those that the ICRC will actually be collaborating
 4  on.
 5          CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN: Okay.  So they're


 6  each in their own little budgetary lane.
 7          MS. COOK: Yes.
 8          CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN: Good.
 9          EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: Yes, for which


10  Ms. Cook oversees.
11          CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN: Good.  Thank you.


12          EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: Yes, ma'am.
13          MS. COOK: The last item I have is regarding
14  the stipends.  I'm still waiting on Commissioners'
15  packets.  If you have not completed those or
16  misplaced those, I brought additional packets with me
17  again today, so after the meeting just see me.  Thank
18  you.
19          CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN: Thank you.  Old


20  business, we'll move on to the report by the
21  Commissioners on the complaint appeals and begin with
22  you, Mr. Carter.
23          COMMISSIONER CARTER: Madam Chair, on the


24  case of Gayle Harris versus Fort Wayne Community
25  Schools I recommend we uphold the Deputy Director's
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 1  finding of no probable cause.
 2          CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN: May I have a motion


 3  to accept that recommendation?
 4          COMMISSIONER BAYNARD: I'll make the motion


 5  to accept it.
 6          COMMISSIONER RAMOS: Second.
 7          CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN: All in favor?
 8          (All respond "aye".)
 9          CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN: Anyone opposed?


10          (No response.)
11          CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN: Thank you.  And


12  Commissioner Ramos.
13          COMMISSIONER RAMOS: In the case of Cynthia


14  Mayhew and Save A Lot Foods I recommend that we
15  uphold the Deputy Director's finding of no probable
16  cause.
17          CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN: May I have a motion


18  to accept that?
19          COMMISSIONER CARTER: So moved.
20          CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN: And a second?
21          COMMISSIONER GIDNEY: Second.
22          CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN: All in favor?
23          (All respond "aye".)
24          CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN: Anyone opposed?


25          (No response.)
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 1          CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN: Thank you.  And have


 2  we a report from Commissioner Garcia?
 3          MS. RINCONES-CHAVEZ: No, we do not.
 4          CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN: Okay.  New business.


 5  I want to assign for review of the new appeals the
 6  Abdul K. Al-Hamed versus Herman & Kittle Properties,
 7  d/b/a Lynhurst Park Apartments to Commissioner
 8  Gidney, and I'll review Jana McGee versus Sherwood
 9  Hills II Homeowners Association, Inc.
10          DEPUTY DIRECTOR HAYNES: Commissioners, so as


11  you see on your agenda --
12          CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN: Good morning.
13          DEPUTY DIRECTOR HAYNES: Good morning.  How


14  are you guys doing?
15          CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN: Great.
16          DEPUTY DIRECTOR HAYNES: You'll see where


17  there's motions before the Commission.  Late
18  yesterday evening the Commission received a request,
19  amongst other things, in part for oral arguments
20  regarding the new motion filed by respondent's
21  counsel in Reginald Baker versus Roman Marblene.
22           So a bit of background.  This case was
23  initially -- The administrative law judge initially
24  found in favor of Marblene granting the motion for
25  summary judgment.  Shortly thereafter there were oral
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 1  arguments regarding that decision and the Commission
 2  determined that the case should move forward.  In
 3  light of recent transactions and happenings,
 4  respondent on September 5th filed a motion to
 5  reconsider that June 3rd decision remanding this case
 6  for additional hearings.  So, as such, there is now
 7  an active motion to set this matter for oral
 8  argument.
 9          CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN: Has a date been set?


10          DEPUTY DIRECTOR HAYNES: The oral argument --


11  Well, first, essentially, you have to grant the
12  motion allowing this matter to be held for oral
13  argument and if you ordered that, the oral argument
14  would likely take place at the next Commission
15  meeting scheduled for October 24th.
16          CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN: Are there any
17  questions, --
18          COMMISSIONER RAMOS: No.
19          CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN: -- Commissioners?


20          COMMISSIONER BAYNARD: Well, yes.  The
21  respondent also requested that we vacate our decision
22  based on a violation of the Open Door Law.  Is there
23  anything that we need to do with that?
24          DEPUTY DIRECTOR HAYNES: And that's why this


25  matter is being scheduled for an oral argument
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 1  essentially at the next Commission meeting assuming
 2  that you grant that motion for an oral argument.
 3  They will present both sides, respondent will present
 4  their motions as to what they feel should happen in
 5  this case, complainant by way of Mike Healy, staff
 6  attorney for our agency, will provide his
 7  recommendations, and from there you can make that
 8  determination.
 9          COMMISSIONER BAYNARD: Okay.
10          DEPUTY DIRECTOR HAYNES: The only issue
11  before you today is whether you'd like to grant that
12  one portion of complainant's motion requesting an
13  oral argument.
14          CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN: May I have a motion?


15          COMMISSIONER CARTER: So moved.
16          COMMISSIONER RAMOS: Second.
17          CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN: What is your motion?


18          COMMISSIONER CARTER: I assumed you were
19  going to go on and I was going to interrupt you.  I
20  move that we accept the request for an oral argument.
21          CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN: And may I have a


22  second?
23          COMMISSIONER RAMOS: Second.
24          CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN: Is there any
25  discussion of that further?
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 1          (No response.)
 2          CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN: All in favor?
 3          (All respond "aye".)
 4          CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN: Anyone opposed?


 5          (No response.)
 6          CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN: All right, thank you.


 7  Then it will be scheduled whenever you schedule it.
 8  Thank you very much.
 9           There being on my agenda no findings of
10  fact, nor consent agreements to be presented, nor an
11  oral argument at this meeting, we will move to the
12  Director's Report.  Good morning, sir.
13          EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: Well, good morning


14  again, and I'll try to keep this pretty brief.  I
15  hope everyone had an opportunity to receive the
16  Director's Report, nothing too extravagant in the
17  report, just want to bring your attention to a myriad
18  of outreach that the Agency is continuing to do.
19           September's been relatively busy, October
20  and November will be as well, Hispanic Heritage
21  Month, I think it's important to know that, the
22  Agency has been busy with that in conjunction with
23  ICHLA, which is the Hispanic Commission within our
24  house, and we'll continue to do that through mid
25  October as well.  As you go through the list of
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 1  events, are there any questions or concerns about
 2  that at all?
 3          CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN: I wasn't here last


 4  month to hear about the baseball game.
 5          EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: Baseball game,


 6  that was my next piece of the report.
 7          CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN: Oh, okay.
 8          EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: It was fantastic,


 9  sellout, in fact all three of the three years that
10  we've done it the report has been a sell-out every
11  year.  The raffle for the jerseys or the auction for
12  the jerseys goes off well and that is a donation that
13  the Agency in conjunction with the Indians gives to
14  the negro league in Kansas City, so we're excited
15  about that.
16           The piece that we added this year was at
17  Martin University and we did a program where we had
18  the head of the museum come in and give a
19  presentation about the history of the old negro
20  leagues.  That went over well.  We had close to 400
21  kids, IPS kids specifically, that were there in
22  attendance.
23          CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN: At the university?


24          EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: At the
25  university, --
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 1          CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN: Aah, nice.
 2          EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: -- at Martin
 3  University.  So we did that partnership with them, so
 4  that was exciting and we look to hopefully grow that
 5  as we move forward and add, of course, more and more
 6  kids and hopefully more and more things to present,
 7  so that went over extremely well.  I think it gave
 8  some exposure to Martin University as well as some
 9  exposure to the kids about the history of the old
10  negro leagues, and so it went over well.
11           That kind of faded successfully into that
12  evening's game.  We had the contest, as you guys are
13  well aware of, the essay contest.  We had three
14  winners, three young ladies from various parts of
15  Indiana.  I think the winner was from Jeffersonville,
16  if I'm not mistaken, so she got one of the jerseys,
17  one of the old throwback jerseys, which is awesome,
18  and the opportunity to come on the field and throw
19  out the first pitch, so she was excited, her parents
20  were extremely grateful.
21           And the other two winners, second and third
22  place, they were there as well, they got tickets,
23  some goodie bags, and the winner, which we thought
24  was probably one of the biggest prizes, if you will,
25  got their essay published in "The Recorder" and in
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 1  "La Voz" here in Indianapolis, so we were excited
 2  about that as a partnership and moving forward we
 3  hope to continue that trend.  So really good event,
 4  really good event.  Any questions about that?
 5          COMMISSIONER RAMOS: It was a good game, too,


 6  I was there.
 7          CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN: Good.
 8          EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: It was a good
 9  game, it was a good game, so we're excited.  I think
10  the Commission represented itself well, the staff was
11  there and we get tons of positive feedback from the
12  Indians.  Now, the goal is because of one of the
13  reasons we ventured into that partnership was
14  obviously to expand our demographic.
15           Typically the folks that we cater to are
16  different than the demographic at Indians games and
17  so they allow us to tell the story of the ICRC and
18  kind of convey what our objectives are to people who
19  would not normally hear the conversation, so that was
20  awesome, so if this thing continues in the trajectory
21  that it's going, the idea is to take it to other
22  parts, so Gary has a minor league team as well as
23  Fort Wayne and hopefully we can pilot this and take
24  it there as well, so we'll see what happens.  It has
25  to be cost-effective, obviously, and they have to be
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 1  willing to partner, it's not a solo dance, both
 2  parties have to be willing to give and take.  So any
 3  other questions?
 4          CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN: Team approach.
 5          EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: Team approach, of


 6  course.
 7          COMMISSIONER RAMOS: And the Executive
 8  Director had a good throw.
 9          CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN: I thought a kid threw


10  out the ball.
11          COMMISSIONER RAMOS: Well, there were two.
12          EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: Well, she got to


13  throw it out as well.
14          CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN: She got to throw it


15  with you, is that what I heard you say?
16          EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: Well, we both


17  threw at the same time.
18          CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN: Oh, okay, okay,
19  great.
20          EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: Yeah, I avoided a


21  catastrophe from the mound, so that was good.  Any
22  other questions about that piece?
23          (No response.)
24          EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: The only thing I


25  wanted to mention is that in light of the question
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 1  about the cultural commissions before is that, as you
 2  guys also know, the only commission that hasn't been
 3  sat since it's been housed with us has been the
 4  Native American Commission.  Well, that's getting
 5  ready to change, so the Governor's Office has
 6  officially appointed the board for the commission and
 7  the first meeting is scheduled to take place in
 8  October, so looking forward to that.
 9           Obviously, there will be some challenges
10  getting it off the ground, but we welcome those
11  challenges and look forward to being able to tap into
12  that part of Indiana's community, as well as the
13  other communities that we work with on a daily basis,
14  so I wanted to make you guys aware of that.
15           At some point down the line we'll have to
16  look at hiring a director for the Native American
17  Commission and we'll want to work with the chair of
18  their board to identify someone who will not only fit
19  well for the commission but because they're housed at
20  ICRC they have to fit well within the culture that we
21  have at the Civil Rights Commission as well.  So
22  looking forward to it, it should be exciting and
23  we'll be able to do some outreach in ways that we
24  haven't been able to do so far, so should be good.
25  Any questions about that?
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 1          (No response.)
 2          EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: Any questions


 3  about anything else at all?
 4          (No response.)
 5          EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH: Hearing none, that


 6  concludes the Director's Report.  I certainly
 7  appreciate the time.
 8          CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN: Thank you very much.


 9  I'd like to announce to you that in my mail today
10  received here at the Commission on August 4th is a
11  notification from the Clerk of the Supreme Court,
12  Court of Appeals and Tax Court of the State of
13  Indiana regarding Andrew U.D. Straw versus Indiana
14  Democratic Party.  The Court has issued the attached
15  order:
16           "The appellant, pro se, has filed a motion
17  to proceed in forma pauperis and a letter regarding
18  appeal and ICRC legal advice.  The appellee, by
19  counsel, has filed a verified motion to dismiss
20  contending this court lacks jurisdiction over this
21  appeal.
22           Having reviewed the matter, the Court finds
23  and orders the appellee's motion to dismiss is
24  granted, and this appeal is dismissed with prejudice.
25  The appellant's motion to proceed in forma pauperis
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 1  and letter regarding appeal and ICRC legal advice are
 2  denied as moot.  The clerk of this court is directed
 3  to send a copy of this order to the parties, the
 4  Indiana Civil Rights Commission Clerk and the Indiana
 5  Attorney General.  The Indiana Civil Rights
 6  Commission is directed to file a copy of this order
 7  under lower cause number" and it is given in this
 8  letter.  "Ordered this 1st day of August 2014,
 9  Friedlander, Bailey, JJ, Sharpnack, Senior J, concur,
10  for the Court," and signed by our new female Chief
11  Justice, Nancy Vaidik.  Are there any announcements?
12          DEPUTY DIRECTOR HAYNES: There is one.  After


13  consideration regarding the motion for oral arguments
14  in this matter, it appears prudent to schedule a time
15  for that oral argument and in my role as general
16  counsel I would suggest 10 a.m. at the Commission
17  meeting on October 24, 2014, meaning the oral
18  argument would take place before the official
19  Commission meeting.
20          CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN: Any objections or


21  questions about that?
22          COMMISSIONER RAMOS: None.
23          CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN: Hearing none, sounds


24  great.
25          DEPUTY DIRECTOR HAYNES: Very good.  Thank
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 1  you.  That will be here as well.
 2          CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN: Take note of your


 3  next meeting dates, and hearing no other
 4  announcements, this meeting is adjourned.
 5 
 6 
 7 
 8 
 9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
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 1                     CERTIFICATE
   
 2 
    STATE OF INDIANA
 3                      ss:
   
 4  COUNTY OF HAMILTON
   
 5 
   
 6           I, Marjorie A. Addington, the undersigned
    Court Reporter and Notary Public residing and
 7  maintaining offices in the City of Carmel, Hamilton
    County, Indiana, do hereby certify:
 8 
   
 9 
   
10           That I reported to the best of my ability in
    machine shorthand all of the words spoken by all
11  parties in attendance during the course of the
    hearing;
12 
   
13 
   
14           That I later reduced my shorthand notes into
    the foregoing typewritten transcript form, which
15  typewritten transcript is a true record to the best
    of my ability of the hearing;
16 
   
17 
   
18           That I am not a relative or employee or
    attorney or counsel of any of the parties, nor am I a
19  relative or an employee of such attorney or counsel,
    and that I am not financially interested in this
20  action.
   
21       IN WITNESS HERETO, I have affixed my
         Notarial Seal and subscribed my
22       signature below this 27th day of
         SEPTEMBER, 2014.
23 
   
24  Notary Public
    County of Residence:  Hamilton       (Seal)
25  My Commission Expires on:  August 22, 2015
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2


  
 1           CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Good morning.  The
  


 2   Indiana Civil Rights Commission is now convened.  We
  


 3   do have a quorum.  I would ask for approval of the
  


 4   minutes.  May I have a motion?
  


 5           COMMISSIONER BAYNARD:  So moved.
  


 6           COMMISSIONER CARTER:  Second.
  


 7           CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  And a second
  


 8   contained in that.  Thank you very much.  Anyone
  


 9   opposed?
  


10           (No response.)
  


11           CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Very good, thank you.
  


12   The financial report is included in your packet.
  


13   Ms. Cook, would you like to make any comments?
  


14           MS. COOK:  Good morning.
  


15           CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Good morning.
  


16           MS. COOK:  You've had an opportunity to
  


17   review last month's financial reports.  If you have
  


18   any questions I'd like to go ahead and entertain
  


19   those at this time.  Hearing none.
  


20            We have received our current year EEOC
  


21   Cooperative Agreement Award, total award $226,800.
  


22   Of that we have received our first drawdown of
  


23   $111,100.  We also just received this morning the
  


24   award for our HUD Cooperative Agreement for this
  


25   year, $442,802, and both numbers are up from last







3


  
 1   year's figures.
  


 2           CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Up from last year?
  


 3           MS. COOK:  Yes.
  


 4           CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  By about how much?
  


 5           MS. COOK:  Let's see.  About 80,000 on the
  


 6   HUD Cooperative Agreement and only about 10,000 on
  


 7   the EEOC portion.
  


 8           CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Forgive the cynicism
  


 9   in this question, but having received increases from
  


10   both HUD and --
  


11           EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  The EEOC.
  


12           CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  -- EEOC, my question
  


13   is whether or not the State budgeted allotment would
  


14   be reduced as a result.
  


15           EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  So the answer to
  


16   that question is hopefully not and we will do
  


17   everything within our power to make sure that it's
  


18   not.  Keep in mind that our general fund money, that
  


19   90 plus percent of it is all what they call Line 1,
  


20   which is salaries and benefits, so technically
  


21   there's not much room to decrease that at all.
  


22            In fact, we've had a pretty candid
  


23   conversation with OMB about our reluctancy to revert
  


24   any funds this fiscal year.  It doesn't mean they're
  


25   not going to ask, but we wanted to prepare them for







4


  
 1   our response of "We're," I don't know, "we're past
  


 2   the bone, you know, we're like at gristle."  Now, Pam
  


 3   has also done a good job of looking at I think it's
  


 4   Line 2 through 9 --
  


 5           MS. COOK:  Yes.
  


 6           EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  -- which are kind
  


 7   of the other auxiliary things, computer, desk
  


 8   assignments, things of that nature that we have to
  


 9   pay for, HR agreements with SCD, all of those things
  


10   that kind of fall outside of Line 1, and anything
  


11   that we could lump into the monies used for our
  


12   federal obligations we've done so, but even those are
  


13   pretty dry.
  


14            So not too terribly concerned about the
  


15   reversion, solely because we don't really have much
  


16   of anything else to revert, and they can't revert the
  


17   federal funds, they are what they are, and so they'll
  


18   sit there and we'll continue to be good stewards with
  


19   that money that we did get.
  


20            And, you know, one of the things that the
  


21   increase does allow us to do is continue to think
  


22   more creatively about how we do education and
  


23   outreach, and big kudos to our external ops team
  


24   because, you know, I'd put them up against especially
  


25   the other state agencies in terms of thinking
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 1   creatively as to how we reach other communities,
  


 2   they've done an outstanding job and I think the
  


 3   increase will allow us to do even more.
  


 4           CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  One other quick
  


 5   question.  The other commissions with whom we have
  


 6   collaborative interests and programs, do the funds to
  


 7   support our activities with those other commissions
  


 8   come from them or directly from the State?
  


 9           EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Which other
  


10   commission, like the cultural commissions that we
  


11   have?
  


12           CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  I'm thinking of the
  


13   Commission for Young Men and the Commission for MLK
  


14   and --
  


15           COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  Native American.
  


16           CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  -- those sorts of
  


17   collaborative groups.
  


18           EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  So all of those by
  


19   statute now exist underneath the ICRC umbrella, so
  


20   they are literally a part of our agency.
  


21           CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Okay.
  


22           EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Their own
  


23   individual statutes also allocate a certain amount of
  


24   general fund money to them as well.  For example, I
  


25   think the MLK Commission gets somewhere in the
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 1   neighborhood of 20,000 bucks and their only statutory
  


 2   obligation is to put on the MLK Celebration in
  


 3   January and then the Holocaust Commemoration in
  


 4   April, or late March, April, and all the other
  


 5   cultural commissions, the Hispanic and Latino
  


 6   Commission, the Native American Commission, Women's
  


 7   Commission and the Social Status of Black Males, also
  


 8   has an allocated budget from the general fund, it
  


 9   varies anywhere between I want to say roughly 90 to
  


10   about a hundred grand.
  


11           MS. COOK:  135.
  


12           EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  135 grand for
  


13   some, but they also have their own funds.  The
  


14   majority of it's eaten up in salary and some of the
  


15   outreach events that they do.  So when we collaborate
  


16   on like Hispanic Heritage Month, we've done quite a
  


17   bit this month, and when we collaborate with those
  


18   commissions we tend to go in and think monetarily how
  


19   it looks and ICRC will put up some funds for the
  


20   larger events, and then for some of the smaller, more
  


21   intimate ones, those commissions kind of dictate
  


22   their own thing.  Those are all set in place by way
  


23   of their strategic plan, which is what we mandated
  


24   they put together at the beginning of the fiscal year
  


25   anyway, so all of those things we know upfront, we
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 1   know exactly how many events and programs that
  


 2   they'll be doing throughout the year and how many of
  


 3   those that the ICRC will actually be collaborating
  


 4   on.
  


 5           CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Okay.  So they're
  


 6   each in their own little budgetary lane.
  


 7           MS. COOK:  Yes.
  


 8           CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Good.
  


 9           EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Yes, for which
  


10   Ms. Cook oversees.
  


11           CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Good.  Thank you.
  


12           EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Yes, ma'am.
  


13           MS. COOK:  The last item I have is regarding
  


14   the stipends.  I'm still waiting on Commissioners'
  


15   packets.  If you have not completed those or
  


16   misplaced those, I brought additional packets with me
  


17   again today, so after the meeting just see me.  Thank
  


18   you.
  


19           CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Thank you.  Old
  


20   business, we'll move on to the report by the
  


21   Commissioners on the complaint appeals and begin with
  


22   you, Mr. Carter.
  


23           COMMISSIONER CARTER:  Madam Chair, on the
  


24   case of Gayle Harris versus Fort Wayne Community
  


25   Schools I recommend we uphold the Deputy Director's
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 1   finding of no probable cause.
  


 2           CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  May I have a motion
  


 3   to accept that recommendation?
  


 4           COMMISSIONER BAYNARD:  I'll make the motion
  


 5   to accept it.
  


 6           COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  Second.
  


 7           CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  All in favor?
  


 8           (All respond "aye".)
  


 9           CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Anyone opposed?
  


10           (No response.)
  


11           CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Thank you.  And
  


12   Commissioner Ramos.
  


13           COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  In the case of Cynthia
  


14   Mayhew and Save A Lot Foods I recommend that we
  


15   uphold the Deputy Director's finding of no probable
  


16   cause.
  


17           CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  May I have a motion
  


18   to accept that?
  


19           COMMISSIONER CARTER:  So moved.
  


20           CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  And a second?
  


21           COMMISSIONER GIDNEY:  Second.
  


22           CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  All in favor?
  


23           (All respond "aye".)
  


24           CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Anyone opposed?
  


25           (No response.)
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 1           CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Thank you.  And have
  


 2   we a report from Commissioner Garcia?
  


 3           MS. RINCONES-CHAVEZ:  No, we do not.
  


 4           CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Okay.  New business.
  


 5   I want to assign for review of the new appeals the
  


 6   Abdul K. Al-Hamed versus Herman & Kittle Properties,
  


 7   d/b/a Lynhurst Park Apartments to Commissioner
  


 8   Gidney, and I'll review Jana McGee versus Sherwood
  


 9   Hills II Homeowners Association, Inc.
  


10           DEPUTY DIRECTOR HAYNES:  Commissioners, so as
  


11   you see on your agenda --
  


12           CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Good morning.
  


13           DEPUTY DIRECTOR HAYNES:  Good morning.  How
  


14   are you guys doing?
  


15           CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Great.
  


16           DEPUTY DIRECTOR HAYNES:  You'll see where
  


17   there's motions before the Commission.  Late
  


18   yesterday evening the Commission received a request,
  


19   amongst other things, in part for oral arguments
  


20   regarding the new motion filed by respondent's
  


21   counsel in Reginald Baker versus Roman Marblene.
  


22            So a bit of background.  This case was
  


23   initially -- The administrative law judge initially
  


24   found in favor of Marblene granting the motion for
  


25   summary judgment.  Shortly thereafter there were oral
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 1   arguments regarding that decision and the Commission
  


 2   determined that the case should move forward.  In
  


 3   light of recent transactions and happenings,
  


 4   respondent on September 5th filed a motion to
  


 5   reconsider that June 3rd decision remanding this case
  


 6   for additional hearings.  So, as such, there is now
  


 7   an active motion to set this matter for oral
  


 8   argument.
  


 9           CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Has a date been set?
  


10           DEPUTY DIRECTOR HAYNES:  The oral argument --
  


11   Well, first, essentially, you have to grant the
  


12   motion allowing this matter to be held for oral
  


13   argument and if you ordered that, the oral argument
  


14   would likely take place at the next Commission
  


15   meeting scheduled for October 24th.
  


16           CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Are there any
  


17   questions, --
  


18           COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  No.
  


19           CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  -- Commissioners?
  


20           COMMISSIONER BAYNARD:  Well, yes.  The
  


21   respondent also requested that we vacate our decision
  


22   based on a violation of the Open Door Law.  Is there
  


23   anything that we need to do with that?
  


24           DEPUTY DIRECTOR HAYNES:  And that's why this
  


25   matter is being scheduled for an oral argument
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 1   essentially at the next Commission meeting assuming
  


 2   that you grant that motion for an oral argument.
  


 3   They will present both sides, respondent will present
  


 4   their motions as to what they feel should happen in
  


 5   this case, complainant by way of Mike Healy, staff
  


 6   attorney for our agency, will provide his
  


 7   recommendations, and from there you can make that
  


 8   determination.
  


 9           COMMISSIONER BAYNARD:  Okay.
  


10           DEPUTY DIRECTOR HAYNES:  The only issue
  


11   before you today is whether you'd like to grant that
  


12   one portion of complainant's motion requesting an
  


13   oral argument.
  


14           CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  May I have a motion?
  


15           COMMISSIONER CARTER:  So moved.
  


16           COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  Second.
  


17           CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  What is your motion?
  


18           COMMISSIONER CARTER:  I assumed you were
  


19   going to go on and I was going to interrupt you.  I
  


20   move that we accept the request for an oral argument.
  


21           CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  And may I have a
  


22   second?
  


23           COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  Second.
  


24           CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Is there any
  


25   discussion of that further?
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 1           (No response.)
  


 2           CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  All in favor?
  


 3           (All respond "aye".)
  


 4           CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Anyone opposed?
  


 5           (No response.)
  


 6           CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  All right, thank you.
  


 7   Then it will be scheduled whenever you schedule it.
  


 8   Thank you very much.
  


 9            There being on my agenda no findings of
  


10   fact, nor consent agreements to be presented, nor an
  


11   oral argument at this meeting, we will move to the
  


12   Director's Report.  Good morning, sir.
  


13           EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Well, good morning
  


14   again, and I'll try to keep this pretty brief.  I
  


15   hope everyone had an opportunity to receive the
  


16   Director's Report, nothing too extravagant in the
  


17   report, just want to bring your attention to a myriad
  


18   of outreach that the Agency is continuing to do.
  


19            September's been relatively busy, October
  


20   and November will be as well, Hispanic Heritage
  


21   Month, I think it's important to know that, the
  


22   Agency has been busy with that in conjunction with
  


23   ICHLA, which is the Hispanic Commission within our
  


24   house, and we'll continue to do that through mid
  


25   October as well.  As you go through the list of
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 1   events, are there any questions or concerns about
  


 2   that at all?
  


 3           CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  I wasn't here last
  


 4   month to hear about the baseball game.
  


 5           EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Baseball game,
  


 6   that was my next piece of the report.
  


 7           CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Oh, okay.
  


 8           EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  It was fantastic,
  


 9   sellout, in fact all three of the three years that
  


10   we've done it the report has been a sell-out every
  


11   year.  The raffle for the jerseys or the auction for
  


12   the jerseys goes off well and that is a donation that
  


13   the Agency in conjunction with the Indians gives to
  


14   the negro league in Kansas City, so we're excited
  


15   about that.
  


16            The piece that we added this year was at
  


17   Martin University and we did a program where we had
  


18   the head of the museum come in and give a
  


19   presentation about the history of the old negro
  


20   leagues.  That went over well.  We had close to 400
  


21   kids, IPS kids specifically, that were there in
  


22   attendance.
  


23           CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  At the university?
  


24           EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  At the
  


25   university, --
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 1           CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Aah, nice.
  


 2           EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  -- at Martin
  


 3   University.  So we did that partnership with them, so
  


 4   that was exciting and we look to hopefully grow that
  


 5   as we move forward and add, of course, more and more
  


 6   kids and hopefully more and more things to present,
  


 7   so that went over extremely well.  I think it gave
  


 8   some exposure to Martin University as well as some
  


 9   exposure to the kids about the history of the old
  


10   negro leagues, and so it went over well.
  


11            That kind of faded successfully into that
  


12   evening's game.  We had the contest, as you guys are
  


13   well aware of, the essay contest.  We had three
  


14   winners, three young ladies from various parts of
  


15   Indiana.  I think the winner was from Jeffersonville,
  


16   if I'm not mistaken, so she got one of the jerseys,
  


17   one of the old throwback jerseys, which is awesome,
  


18   and the opportunity to come on the field and throw
  


19   out the first pitch, so she was excited, her parents
  


20   were extremely grateful.
  


21            And the other two winners, second and third
  


22   place, they were there as well, they got tickets,
  


23   some goodie bags, and the winner, which we thought
  


24   was probably one of the biggest prizes, if you will,
  


25   got their essay published in "The Recorder" and in
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 1   "La Voz" here in Indianapolis, so we were excited
  


 2   about that as a partnership and moving forward we
  


 3   hope to continue that trend.  So really good event,
  


 4   really good event.  Any questions about that?
  


 5           COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  It was a good game, too,
  


 6   I was there.
  


 7           CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Good.
  


 8           EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  It was a good
  


 9   game, it was a good game, so we're excited.  I think
  


10   the Commission represented itself well, the staff was
  


11   there and we get tons of positive feedback from the
  


12   Indians.  Now, the goal is because of one of the
  


13   reasons we ventured into that partnership was
  


14   obviously to expand our demographic.
  


15            Typically the folks that we cater to are
  


16   different than the demographic at Indians games and
  


17   so they allow us to tell the story of the ICRC and
  


18   kind of convey what our objectives are to people who
  


19   would not normally hear the conversation, so that was
  


20   awesome, so if this thing continues in the trajectory
  


21   that it's going, the idea is to take it to other
  


22   parts, so Gary has a minor league team as well as
  


23   Fort Wayne and hopefully we can pilot this and take
  


24   it there as well, so we'll see what happens.  It has
  


25   to be cost-effective, obviously, and they have to be
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 1   willing to partner, it's not a solo dance, both
  


 2   parties have to be willing to give and take.  So any
  


 3   other questions?
  


 4           CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Team approach.
  


 5           EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Team approach, of
  


 6   course.
  


 7           COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  And the Executive
  


 8   Director had a good throw.
  


 9           CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  I thought a kid threw
  


10   out the ball.
  


11           COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  Well, there were two.
  


12           EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Well, she got to
  


13   throw it out as well.
  


14           CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  She got to throw it
  


15   with you, is that what I heard you say?
  


16           EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Well, we both
  


17   threw at the same time.
  


18           CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Oh, okay, okay,
  


19   great.
  


20           EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Yeah, I avoided a
  


21   catastrophe from the mound, so that was good.  Any
  


22   other questions about that piece?
  


23           (No response.)
  


24           EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  The only thing I
  


25   wanted to mention is that in light of the question
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 1   about the cultural commissions before is that, as you
  


 2   guys also know, the only commission that hasn't been
  


 3   sat since it's been housed with us has been the
  


 4   Native American Commission.  Well, that's getting
  


 5   ready to change, so the Governor's Office has
  


 6   officially appointed the board for the commission and
  


 7   the first meeting is scheduled to take place in
  


 8   October, so looking forward to that.
  


 9            Obviously, there will be some challenges
  


10   getting it off the ground, but we welcome those
  


11   challenges and look forward to being able to tap into
  


12   that part of Indiana's community, as well as the
  


13   other communities that we work with on a daily basis,
  


14   so I wanted to make you guys aware of that.
  


15            At some point down the line we'll have to
  


16   look at hiring a director for the Native American
  


17   Commission and we'll want to work with the chair of
  


18   their board to identify someone who will not only fit
  


19   well for the commission but because they're housed at
  


20   ICRC they have to fit well within the culture that we
  


21   have at the Civil Rights Commission as well.  So
  


22   looking forward to it, it should be exciting and
  


23   we'll be able to do some outreach in ways that we
  


24   haven't been able to do so far, so should be good.
  


25   Any questions about that?
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 1           (No response.)
  


 2           EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Any questions
  


 3   about anything else at all?
  


 4           (No response.)
  


 5           EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Hearing none, that
  


 6   concludes the Director's Report.  I certainly
  


 7   appreciate the time.
  


 8           CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Thank you very much.
  


 9   I'd like to announce to you that in my mail today
  


10   received here at the Commission on August 4th is a
  


11   notification from the Clerk of the Supreme Court,
  


12   Court of Appeals and Tax Court of the State of
  


13   Indiana regarding Andrew U.D. Straw versus Indiana
  


14   Democratic Party.  The Court has issued the attached
  


15   order:
  


16            "The appellant, pro se, has filed a motion
  


17   to proceed in forma pauperis and a letter regarding
  


18   appeal and ICRC legal advice.  The appellee, by
  


19   counsel, has filed a verified motion to dismiss
  


20   contending this court lacks jurisdiction over this
  


21   appeal.
  


22            Having reviewed the matter, the Court finds
  


23   and orders the appellee's motion to dismiss is
  


24   granted, and this appeal is dismissed with prejudice.
  


25   The appellant's motion to proceed in forma pauperis
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 1   and letter regarding appeal and ICRC legal advice are
  


 2   denied as moot.  The clerk of this court is directed
  


 3   to send a copy of this order to the parties, the
  


 4   Indiana Civil Rights Commission Clerk and the Indiana
  


 5   Attorney General.  The Indiana Civil Rights
  


 6   Commission is directed to file a copy of this order
  


 7   under lower cause number" and it is given in this
  


 8   letter.  "Ordered this 1st day of August 2014,
  


 9   Friedlander, Bailey, JJ, Sharpnack, Senior J, concur,
  


10   for the Court," and signed by our new female Chief
  


11   Justice, Nancy Vaidik.  Are there any announcements?
  


12           DEPUTY DIRECTOR HAYNES:  There is one.  After
  


13   consideration regarding the motion for oral arguments
  


14   in this matter, it appears prudent to schedule a time
  


15   for that oral argument and in my role as general
  


16   counsel I would suggest 10 a.m. at the Commission
  


17   meeting on October 24, 2014, meaning the oral
  


18   argument would take place before the official
  


19   Commission meeting.
  


20           CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Any objections or
  


21   questions about that?
  


22           COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  None.
  


23           CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Hearing none, sounds
  


24   great.
  


25           DEPUTY DIRECTOR HAYNES:  Very good.  Thank
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 1   you.  That will be here as well.
  


 2           CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Take note of your
  


 3   next meeting dates, and hearing no other
  


 4   announcements, this meeting is adjourned.
  


 5
  


 6
  


 7
  


 8
  


 9
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            1              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Good morning.  The

            2      Indiana Civil Rights Commission is now convened.  We

            3      do have a quorum.  I would ask for approval of the

            4      minutes.  May I have a motion?

            5              COMMISSIONER BAYNARD:  So moved.

            6              COMMISSIONER CARTER:  Second.

            7              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  And a second

            8      contained in that.  Thank you very much.  Anyone

            9      opposed?

           10              (No response.)

           11              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Very good, thank you.

           12      The financial report is included in your packet.

           13      Ms. Cook, would you like to make any comments?

           14              MS. COOK:  Good morning.

           15              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Good morning.

           16              MS. COOK:  You've had an opportunity to

           17      review last month's financial reports.  If you have

           18      any questions I'd like to go ahead and entertain

           19      those at this time.  Hearing none.

           20               We have received our current year EEOC

           21      Cooperative Agreement Award, total award $226,800.

           22      Of that we have received our first drawdown of

           23      $111,100.  We also just received this morning the

           24      award for our HUD Cooperative Agreement for this

           25      year, $442,802, and both numbers are up from last
�
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            1      year's figures.

            2              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Up from last year?

            3              MS. COOK:  Yes.

            4              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  By about how much?

            5              MS. COOK:  Let's see.  About 80,000 on the

            6      HUD Cooperative Agreement and only about 10,000 on

            7      the EEOC portion.

            8              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Forgive the cynicism

            9      in this question, but having received increases from

           10      both HUD and --

           11              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  The EEOC.

           12              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  -- EEOC, my question

           13      is whether or not the State budgeted allotment would

           14      be reduced as a result.

           15              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  So the answer to

           16      that question is hopefully not and we will do

           17      everything within our power to make sure that it's

           18      not.  Keep in mind that our general fund money, that

           19      90 plus percent of it is all what they call Line 1,

           20      which is salaries and benefits, so technically

           21      there's not much room to decrease that at all.

           22               In fact, we've had a pretty candid

           23      conversation with OMB about our reluctancy to revert

           24      any funds this fiscal year.  It doesn't mean they're

           25      not going to ask, but we wanted to prepare them for
�
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            1      our response of "We're," I don't know, "we're past

            2      the bone, you know, we're like at gristle."  Now, Pam

            3      has also done a good job of looking at I think it's

            4      Line 2 through 9 --

            5              MS. COOK:  Yes.

            6              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  -- which are kind

            7      of the other auxiliary things, computer, desk

            8      assignments, things of that nature that we have to

            9      pay for, HR agreements with SCD, all of those things

           10      that kind of fall outside of Line 1, and anything

           11      that we could lump into the monies used for our

           12      federal obligations we've done so, but even those are

           13      pretty dry.

           14               So not too terribly concerned about the

           15      reversion, solely because we don't really have much

           16      of anything else to revert, and they can't revert the

           17      federal funds, they are what they are, and so they'll

           18      sit there and we'll continue to be good stewards with

           19      that money that we did get.

           20               And, you know, one of the things that the

           21      increase does allow us to do is continue to think

           22      more creatively about how we do education and

           23      outreach, and big kudos to our external ops team

           24      because, you know, I'd put them up against especially

           25      the other state agencies in terms of thinking
�
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            1      creatively as to how we reach other communities,

            2      they've done an outstanding job and I think the

            3      increase will allow us to do even more.

            4              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  One other quick

            5      question.  The other commissions with whom we have

            6      collaborative interests and programs, do the funds to

            7      support our activities with those other commissions

            8      come from them or directly from the State?

            9              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Which other

           10      commission, like the cultural commissions that we

           11      have?

           12              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  I'm thinking of the

           13      Commission for Young Men and the Commission for MLK

           14      and --

           15              COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  Native American.

           16              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  -- those sorts of

           17      collaborative groups.

           18              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  So all of those by

           19      statute now exist underneath the ICRC umbrella, so

           20      they are literally a part of our agency.

           21              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Okay.

           22              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Their own

           23      individual statutes also allocate a certain amount of

           24      general fund money to them as well.  For example, I

           25      think the MLK Commission gets somewhere in the
�
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            1      neighborhood of 20,000 bucks and their only statutory

            2      obligation is to put on the MLK Celebration in

            3      January and then the Holocaust Commemoration in

            4      April, or late March, April, and all the other

            5      cultural commissions, the Hispanic and Latino

            6      Commission, the Native American Commission, Women's

            7      Commission and the Social Status of Black Males, also

            8      has an allocated budget from the general fund, it

            9      varies anywhere between I want to say roughly 90 to

           10      about a hundred grand.

           11              MS. COOK:  135.

           12              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  135 grand for

           13      some, but they also have their own funds.  The

           14      majority of it's eaten up in salary and some of the

           15      outreach events that they do.  So when we collaborate

           16      on like Hispanic Heritage Month, we've done quite a

           17      bit this month, and when we collaborate with those

           18      commissions we tend to go in and think monetarily how

           19      it looks and ICRC will put up some funds for the

           20      larger events, and then for some of the smaller, more

           21      intimate ones, those commissions kind of dictate

           22      their own thing.  Those are all set in place by way

           23      of their strategic plan, which is what we mandated

           24      they put together at the beginning of the fiscal year

           25      anyway, so all of those things we know upfront, we
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            1      know exactly how many events and programs that

            2      they'll be doing throughout the year and how many of

            3      those that the ICRC will actually be collaborating

            4      on.

            5              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Okay.  So they're

            6      each in their own little budgetary lane.

            7              MS. COOK:  Yes.

            8              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Good.

            9              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Yes, for which

           10      Ms. Cook oversees.

           11              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Good.  Thank you.

           12              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Yes, ma'am.

           13              MS. COOK:  The last item I have is regarding

           14      the stipends.  I'm still waiting on Commissioners'

           15      packets.  If you have not completed those or

           16      misplaced those, I brought additional packets with me

           17      again today, so after the meeting just see me.  Thank

           18      you.

           19              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Thank you.  Old

           20      business, we'll move on to the report by the

           21      Commissioners on the complaint appeals and begin with

           22      you, Mr. Carter.

           23              COMMISSIONER CARTER:  Madam Chair, on the

           24      case of Gayle Harris versus Fort Wayne Community

           25      Schools I recommend we uphold the Deputy Director's
�
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            1      finding of no probable cause.

            2              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  May I have a motion

            3      to accept that recommendation?

            4              COMMISSIONER BAYNARD:  I'll make the motion

            5      to accept it.

            6              COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  Second.

            7              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  All in favor?

            8              (All respond "aye".)

            9              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Anyone opposed?

           10              (No response.)

           11              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Thank you.  And

           12      Commissioner Ramos.

           13              COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  In the case of Cynthia

           14      Mayhew and Save A Lot Foods I recommend that we

           15      uphold the Deputy Director's finding of no probable

           16      cause.

           17              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  May I have a motion

           18      to accept that?

           19              COMMISSIONER CARTER:  So moved.

           20              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  And a second?

           21              COMMISSIONER GIDNEY:  Second.

           22              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  All in favor?

           23              (All respond "aye".)

           24              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Anyone opposed?

           25              (No response.)
�
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            1              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Thank you.  And have

            2      we a report from Commissioner Garcia?

            3              MS. RINCONES-CHAVEZ:  No, we do not.

            4              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Okay.  New business.

            5      I want to assign for review of the new appeals the

            6      Abdul K. Al-Hamed versus Herman & Kittle Properties,

            7      d/b/a Lynhurst Park Apartments to Commissioner

            8      Gidney, and I'll review Jana McGee versus Sherwood

            9      Hills II Homeowners Association, Inc.

           10              DEPUTY DIRECTOR HAYNES:  Commissioners, so as

           11      you see on your agenda --

           12              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Good morning.

           13              DEPUTY DIRECTOR HAYNES:  Good morning.  How

           14      are you guys doing?

           15              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Great.

           16              DEPUTY DIRECTOR HAYNES:  You'll see where

           17      there's motions before the Commission.  Late

           18      yesterday evening the Commission received a request,

           19      amongst other things, in part for oral arguments

           20      regarding the new motion filed by respondent's

           21      counsel in Reginald Baker versus Roman Marblene.

           22               So a bit of background.  This case was

           23      initially -- The administrative law judge initially

           24      found in favor of Marblene granting the motion for

           25      summary judgment.  Shortly thereafter there were oral
�
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            1      arguments regarding that decision and the Commission

            2      determined that the case should move forward.  In

            3      light of recent transactions and happenings,

            4      respondent on September 5th filed a motion to

            5      reconsider that June 3rd decision remanding this case

            6      for additional hearings.  So, as such, there is now

            7      an active motion to set this matter for oral

            8      argument.

            9              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Has a date been set?

           10              DEPUTY DIRECTOR HAYNES:  The oral argument --

           11      Well, first, essentially, you have to grant the

           12      motion allowing this matter to be held for oral

           13      argument and if you ordered that, the oral argument

           14      would likely take place at the next Commission

           15      meeting scheduled for October 24th.

           16              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Are there any

           17      questions, --

           18              COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  No.

           19              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  -- Commissioners?

           20              COMMISSIONER BAYNARD:  Well, yes.  The

           21      respondent also requested that we vacate our decision

           22      based on a violation of the Open Door Law.  Is there

           23      anything that we need to do with that?

           24              DEPUTY DIRECTOR HAYNES:  And that's why this

           25      matter is being scheduled for an oral argument
�
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            1      essentially at the next Commission meeting assuming

            2      that you grant that motion for an oral argument.

            3      They will present both sides, respondent will present

            4      their motions as to what they feel should happen in

            5      this case, complainant by way of Mike Healy, staff

            6      attorney for our agency, will provide his

            7      recommendations, and from there you can make that

            8      determination.

            9              COMMISSIONER BAYNARD:  Okay.

           10              DEPUTY DIRECTOR HAYNES:  The only issue

           11      before you today is whether you'd like to grant that

           12      one portion of complainant's motion requesting an

           13      oral argument.

           14              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  May I have a motion?

           15              COMMISSIONER CARTER:  So moved.

           16              COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  Second.

           17              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  What is your motion?

           18              COMMISSIONER CARTER:  I assumed you were

           19      going to go on and I was going to interrupt you.  I

           20      move that we accept the request for an oral argument.

           21              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  And may I have a

           22      second?

           23              COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  Second.

           24              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Is there any

           25      discussion of that further?
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            1              (No response.)

            2              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  All in favor?

            3              (All respond "aye".)

            4              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Anyone opposed?

            5              (No response.)

            6              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  All right, thank you.

            7      Then it will be scheduled whenever you schedule it.

            8      Thank you very much.

            9               There being on my agenda no findings of

           10      fact, nor consent agreements to be presented, nor an

           11      oral argument at this meeting, we will move to the

           12      Director's Report.  Good morning, sir.

           13              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Well, good morning

           14      again, and I'll try to keep this pretty brief.  I

           15      hope everyone had an opportunity to receive the

           16      Director's Report, nothing too extravagant in the

           17      report, just want to bring your attention to a myriad

           18      of outreach that the Agency is continuing to do.

           19               September's been relatively busy, October

           20      and November will be as well, Hispanic Heritage

           21      Month, I think it's important to know that, the

           22      Agency has been busy with that in conjunction with

           23      ICHLA, which is the Hispanic Commission within our

           24      house, and we'll continue to do that through mid

           25      October as well.  As you go through the list of
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            1      events, are there any questions or concerns about

            2      that at all?

            3              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  I wasn't here last

            4      month to hear about the baseball game.

            5              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Baseball game,

            6      that was my next piece of the report.

            7              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Oh, okay.

            8              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  It was fantastic,

            9      sellout, in fact all three of the three years that

           10      we've done it the report has been a sell-out every

           11      year.  The raffle for the jerseys or the auction for

           12      the jerseys goes off well and that is a donation that

           13      the Agency in conjunction with the Indians gives to

           14      the negro league in Kansas City, so we're excited

           15      about that.

           16               The piece that we added this year was at

           17      Martin University and we did a program where we had

           18      the head of the museum come in and give a

           19      presentation about the history of the old negro

           20      leagues.  That went over well.  We had close to 400

           21      kids, IPS kids specifically, that were there in

           22      attendance.

           23              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  At the university?

           24              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  At the

           25      university, --
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            1              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Aah, nice.

            2              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  -- at Martin

            3      University.  So we did that partnership with them, so

            4      that was exciting and we look to hopefully grow that

            5      as we move forward and add, of course, more and more

            6      kids and hopefully more and more things to present,

            7      so that went over extremely well.  I think it gave

            8      some exposure to Martin University as well as some

            9      exposure to the kids about the history of the old

           10      negro leagues, and so it went over well.

           11               That kind of faded successfully into that

           12      evening's game.  We had the contest, as you guys are

           13      well aware of, the essay contest.  We had three

           14      winners, three young ladies from various parts of

           15      Indiana.  I think the winner was from Jeffersonville,

           16      if I'm not mistaken, so she got one of the jerseys,

           17      one of the old throwback jerseys, which is awesome,

           18      and the opportunity to come on the field and throw

           19      out the first pitch, so she was excited, her parents

           20      were extremely grateful.

           21               And the other two winners, second and third

           22      place, they were there as well, they got tickets,

           23      some goodie bags, and the winner, which we thought

           24      was probably one of the biggest prizes, if you will,

           25      got their essay published in "The Recorder" and in
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            1      "La Voz" here in Indianapolis, so we were excited

            2      about that as a partnership and moving forward we

            3      hope to continue that trend.  So really good event,

            4      really good event.  Any questions about that?

            5              COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  It was a good game, too,

            6      I was there.

            7              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Good.

            8              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  It was a good

            9      game, it was a good game, so we're excited.  I think

           10      the Commission represented itself well, the staff was

           11      there and we get tons of positive feedback from the

           12      Indians.  Now, the goal is because of one of the

           13      reasons we ventured into that partnership was

           14      obviously to expand our demographic.

           15               Typically the folks that we cater to are

           16      different than the demographic at Indians games and

           17      so they allow us to tell the story of the ICRC and

           18      kind of convey what our objectives are to people who

           19      would not normally hear the conversation, so that was

           20      awesome, so if this thing continues in the trajectory

           21      that it's going, the idea is to take it to other

           22      parts, so Gary has a minor league team as well as

           23      Fort Wayne and hopefully we can pilot this and take

           24      it there as well, so we'll see what happens.  It has

           25      to be cost-effective, obviously, and they have to be
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            1      willing to partner, it's not a solo dance, both

            2      parties have to be willing to give and take.  So any

            3      other questions?

            4              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Team approach.

            5              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Team approach, of

            6      course.

            7              COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  And the Executive

            8      Director had a good throw.

            9              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  I thought a kid threw

           10      out the ball.

           11              COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  Well, there were two.

           12              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Well, she got to

           13      throw it out as well.

           14              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  She got to throw it

           15      with you, is that what I heard you say?

           16              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Well, we both

           17      threw at the same time.

           18              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Oh, okay, okay,

           19      great.

           20              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Yeah, I avoided a

           21      catastrophe from the mound, so that was good.  Any

           22      other questions about that piece?

           23              (No response.)

           24              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  The only thing I

           25      wanted to mention is that in light of the question
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            1      about the cultural commissions before is that, as you

            2      guys also know, the only commission that hasn't been

            3      sat since it's been housed with us has been the

            4      Native American Commission.  Well, that's getting

            5      ready to change, so the Governor's Office has

            6      officially appointed the board for the commission and

            7      the first meeting is scheduled to take place in

            8      October, so looking forward to that.

            9               Obviously, there will be some challenges

           10      getting it off the ground, but we welcome those

           11      challenges and look forward to being able to tap into

           12      that part of Indiana's community, as well as the

           13      other communities that we work with on a daily basis,

           14      so I wanted to make you guys aware of that.

           15               At some point down the line we'll have to

           16      look at hiring a director for the Native American

           17      Commission and we'll want to work with the chair of

           18      their board to identify someone who will not only fit

           19      well for the commission but because they're housed at

           20      ICRC they have to fit well within the culture that we

           21      have at the Civil Rights Commission as well.  So

           22      looking forward to it, it should be exciting and

           23      we'll be able to do some outreach in ways that we

           24      haven't been able to do so far, so should be good.

           25      Any questions about that?
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            1              (No response.)

            2              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Any questions

            3      about anything else at all?

            4              (No response.)

            5              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Hearing none, that

            6      concludes the Director's Report.  I certainly

            7      appreciate the time.

            8              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Thank you very much.

            9      I'd like to announce to you that in my mail today

           10      received here at the Commission on August 4th is a

           11      notification from the Clerk of the Supreme Court,

           12      Court of Appeals and Tax Court of the State of

           13      Indiana regarding Andrew U.D. Straw versus Indiana

           14      Democratic Party.  The Court has issued the attached

           15      order:

           16               "The appellant, pro se, has filed a motion

           17      to proceed in forma pauperis and a letter regarding

           18      appeal and ICRC legal advice.  The appellee, by

           19      counsel, has filed a verified motion to dismiss

           20      contending this court lacks jurisdiction over this

           21      appeal.

           22               Having reviewed the matter, the Court finds

           23      and orders the appellee's motion to dismiss is

           24      granted, and this appeal is dismissed with prejudice.

           25      The appellant's motion to proceed in forma pauperis
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            1      and letter regarding appeal and ICRC legal advice are

            2      denied as moot.  The clerk of this court is directed

            3      to send a copy of this order to the parties, the

            4      Indiana Civil Rights Commission Clerk and the Indiana

            5      Attorney General.  The Indiana Civil Rights

            6      Commission is directed to file a copy of this order

            7      under lower cause number" and it is given in this

            8      letter.  "Ordered this 1st day of August 2014,

            9      Friedlander, Bailey, JJ, Sharpnack, Senior J, concur,

           10      for the Court," and signed by our new female Chief

           11      Justice, Nancy Vaidik.  Are there any announcements?

           12              DEPUTY DIRECTOR HAYNES:  There is one.  After

           13      consideration regarding the motion for oral arguments

           14      in this matter, it appears prudent to schedule a time

           15      for that oral argument and in my role as general

           16      counsel I would suggest 10 a.m. at the Commission

           17      meeting on October 24, 2014, meaning the oral

           18      argument would take place before the official

           19      Commission meeting.

           20              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Any objections or

           21      questions about that?

           22              COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  None.

           23              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Hearing none, sounds

           24      great.

           25              DEPUTY DIRECTOR HAYNES:  Very good.  Thank
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            1      you.  That will be here as well.

            2              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Take note of your

            3      next meeting dates, and hearing no other

            4      announcements, this meeting is adjourned.

            5
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 1              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Good morning.  The
 2      Indiana Civil Rights Commission is now convened.  We
 3      do have a quorum.  I would ask for approval of the
 4      minutes.  May I have a motion?
 5              COMMISSIONER BAYNARD:  So moved.
 6              COMMISSIONER CARTER:  Second.
 7              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  And a second
 8      contained in that.  Thank you very much.  Anyone
 9      opposed?
10              (No response.)
11              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Very good, thank you.
12      The financial report is included in your packet.
13      Ms. Cook, would you like to make any comments?
14              MS. COOK:  Good morning.
15              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Good morning.
16              MS. COOK:  You've had an opportunity to
17      review last month's financial reports.  If you have
18      any questions I'd like to go ahead and entertain
19      those at this time.  Hearing none.
20               We have received our current year EEOC
21      Cooperative Agreement Award, total award $226,800.
22      Of that we have received our first drawdown of
23      $111,100.  We also just received this morning the
24      award for our HUD Cooperative Agreement for this
25      year, $442,802, and both numbers are up from last
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 1      year's figures.
 2              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Up from last year?
 3              MS. COOK:  Yes.
 4              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  By about how much?
 5              MS. COOK:  Let's see.  About 80,000 on the
 6      HUD Cooperative Agreement and only about 10,000 on
 7      the EEOC portion.
 8              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Forgive the cynicism
 9      in this question, but having received increases from
10      both HUD and --
11              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  The EEOC.
12              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  -- EEOC, my question
13      is whether or not the State budgeted allotment would
14      be reduced as a result.
15              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  So the answer to
16      that question is hopefully not and we will do
17      everything within our power to make sure that it's
18      not.  Keep in mind that our general fund money, that
19      90 plus percent of it is all what they call Line 1,
20      which is salaries and benefits, so technically
21      there's not much room to decrease that at all.
22               In fact, we've had a pretty candid
23      conversation with OMB about our reluctancy to revert
24      any funds this fiscal year.  It doesn't mean they're
25      not going to ask, but we wanted to prepare them for
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 1      our response of "We're," I don't know, "we're past
 2      the bone, you know, we're like at gristle."  Now, Pam
 3      has also done a good job of looking at I think it's
 4      Line 2 through 9 --
 5              MS. COOK:  Yes.
 6              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  -- which are kind
 7      of the other auxiliary things, computer, desk
 8      assignments, things of that nature that we have to
 9      pay for, HR agreements with SCD, all of those things
10      that kind of fall outside of Line 1, and anything
11      that we could lump into the monies used for our
12      federal obligations we've done so, but even those are
13      pretty dry.
14               So not too terribly concerned about the
15      reversion, solely because we don't really have much
16      of anything else to revert, and they can't revert the
17      federal funds, they are what they are, and so they'll
18      sit there and we'll continue to be good stewards with
19      that money that we did get.
20               And, you know, one of the things that the
21      increase does allow us to do is continue to think
22      more creatively about how we do education and
23      outreach, and big kudos to our external ops team
24      because, you know, I'd put them up against especially
25      the other state agencies in terms of thinking
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 1      creatively as to how we reach other communities,
 2      they've done an outstanding job and I think the
 3      increase will allow us to do even more.
 4              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  One other quick
 5      question.  The other commissions with whom we have
 6      collaborative interests and programs, do the funds to
 7      support our activities with those other commissions
 8      come from them or directly from the State?
 9              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Which other
10      commission, like the cultural commissions that we
11      have?
12              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  I'm thinking of the
13      Commission for Young Men and the Commission for MLK
14      and --
15              COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  Native American.
16              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  -- those sorts of
17      collaborative groups.
18              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  So all of those by
19      statute now exist underneath the ICRC umbrella, so
20      they are literally a part of our agency.
21              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Okay.
22              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Their own
23      individual statutes also allocate a certain amount of
24      general fund money to them as well.  For example, I
25      think the MLK Commission gets somewhere in the
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 1      neighborhood of 20,000 bucks and their only statutory
 2      obligation is to put on the MLK Celebration in
 3      January and then the Holocaust Commemoration in
 4      April, or late March, April, and all the other
 5      cultural commissions, the Hispanic and Latino
 6      Commission, the Native American Commission, Women's
 7      Commission and the Social Status of Black Males, also
 8      has an allocated budget from the general fund, it
 9      varies anywhere between I want to say roughly 90 to
10      about a hundred grand.
11              MS. COOK:  135.
12              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  135 grand for
13      some, but they also have their own funds.  The
14      majority of it's eaten up in salary and some of the
15      outreach events that they do.  So when we collaborate
16      on like Hispanic Heritage Month, we've done quite a
17      bit this month, and when we collaborate with those
18      commissions we tend to go in and think monetarily how
19      it looks and ICRC will put up some funds for the
20      larger events, and then for some of the smaller, more
21      intimate ones, those commissions kind of dictate
22      their own thing.  Those are all set in place by way
23      of their strategic plan, which is what we mandated
24      they put together at the beginning of the fiscal year
25      anyway, so all of those things we know upfront, we
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 1      know exactly how many events and programs that
 2      they'll be doing throughout the year and how many of
 3      those that the ICRC will actually be collaborating
 4      on.
 5              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Okay.  So they're
 6      each in their own little budgetary lane.
 7              MS. COOK:  Yes.
 8              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Good.
 9              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Yes, for which
10      Ms. Cook oversees.
11              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Good.  Thank you.
12              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Yes, ma'am.
13              MS. COOK:  The last item I have is regarding
14      the stipends.  I'm still waiting on Commissioners'
15      packets.  If you have not completed those or
16      misplaced those, I brought additional packets with me
17      again today, so after the meeting just see me.  Thank
18      you.
19              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Thank you.  Old
20      business, we'll move on to the report by the
21      Commissioners on the complaint appeals and begin with
22      you, Mr. Carter.
23              COMMISSIONER CARTER:  Madam Chair, on the
24      case of Gayle Harris versus Fort Wayne Community
25      Schools I recommend we uphold the Deputy Director's
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 1      finding of no probable cause.
 2              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  May I have a motion
 3      to accept that recommendation?
 4              COMMISSIONER BAYNARD:  I'll make the motion
 5      to accept it.
 6              COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  Second.
 7              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  All in favor?
 8              (All respond "aye".)
 9              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Anyone opposed?
10              (No response.)
11              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Thank you.  And
12      Commissioner Ramos.
13              COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  In the case of Cynthia
14      Mayhew and Save A Lot Foods I recommend that we
15      uphold the Deputy Director's finding of no probable
16      cause.
17              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  May I have a motion
18      to accept that?
19              COMMISSIONER CARTER:  So moved.
20              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  And a second?
21              COMMISSIONER GIDNEY:  Second.
22              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  All in favor?
23              (All respond "aye".)
24              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Anyone opposed?
25              (No response.)
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 1              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Thank you.  And have
 2      we a report from Commissioner Garcia?
 3              MS. RINCONES-CHAVEZ:  No, we do not.
 4              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Okay.  New business.
 5      I want to assign for review of the new appeals the
 6      Abdul K. Al-Hamed versus Herman & Kittle Properties,
 7      d/b/a Lynhurst Park Apartments to Commissioner
 8      Gidney, and I'll review Jana McGee versus Sherwood
 9      Hills II Homeowners Association, Inc.
10              DEPUTY DIRECTOR HAYNES:  Commissioners, so as
11      you see on your agenda --
12              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Good morning.
13              DEPUTY DIRECTOR HAYNES:  Good morning.  How
14      are you guys doing?
15              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Great.
16              DEPUTY DIRECTOR HAYNES:  You'll see where
17      there's motions before the Commission.  Late
18      yesterday evening the Commission received a request,
19      amongst other things, in part for oral arguments
20      regarding the new motion filed by respondent's
21      counsel in Reginald Baker versus Roman Marblene.
22               So a bit of background.  This case was
23      initially -- The administrative law judge initially
24      found in favor of Marblene granting the motion for
25      summary judgment.  Shortly thereafter there were oral
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 1      arguments regarding that decision and the Commission
 2      determined that the case should move forward.  In
 3      light of recent transactions and happenings,
 4      respondent on September 5th filed a motion to
 5      reconsider that June 3rd decision remanding this case
 6      for additional hearings.  So, as such, there is now
 7      an active motion to set this matter for oral
 8      argument.
 9              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Has a date been set?
10              DEPUTY DIRECTOR HAYNES:  The oral argument --
11      Well, first, essentially, you have to grant the
12      motion allowing this matter to be held for oral
13      argument and if you ordered that, the oral argument
14      would likely take place at the next Commission
15      meeting scheduled for October 24th.
16              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Are there any
17      questions, --
18              COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  No.
19              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  -- Commissioners?
20              COMMISSIONER BAYNARD:  Well, yes.  The
21      respondent also requested that we vacate our decision
22      based on a violation of the Open Door Law.  Is there
23      anything that we need to do with that?
24              DEPUTY DIRECTOR HAYNES:  And that's why this
25      matter is being scheduled for an oral argument
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 1      essentially at the next Commission meeting assuming
 2      that you grant that motion for an oral argument.
 3      They will present both sides, respondent will present
 4      their motions as to what they feel should happen in
 5      this case, complainant by way of Mike Healy, staff
 6      attorney for our agency, will provide his
 7      recommendations, and from there you can make that
 8      determination.
 9              COMMISSIONER BAYNARD:  Okay.
10              DEPUTY DIRECTOR HAYNES:  The only issue
11      before you today is whether you'd like to grant that
12      one portion of complainant's motion requesting an
13      oral argument.
14              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  May I have a motion?
15              COMMISSIONER CARTER:  So moved.
16              COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  Second.
17              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  What is your motion?
18              COMMISSIONER CARTER:  I assumed you were
19      going to go on and I was going to interrupt you.  I
20      move that we accept the request for an oral argument.
21              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  And may I have a
22      second?
23              COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  Second.
24              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Is there any
25      discussion of that further?
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 1              (No response.)
 2              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  All in favor?
 3              (All respond "aye".)
 4              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Anyone opposed?
 5              (No response.)
 6              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  All right, thank you.
 7      Then it will be scheduled whenever you schedule it.
 8      Thank you very much.
 9               There being on my agenda no findings of
10      fact, nor consent agreements to be presented, nor an
11      oral argument at this meeting, we will move to the
12      Director's Report.  Good morning, sir.
13              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Well, good morning
14      again, and I'll try to keep this pretty brief.  I
15      hope everyone had an opportunity to receive the
16      Director's Report, nothing too extravagant in the
17      report, just want to bring your attention to a myriad
18      of outreach that the Agency is continuing to do.
19               September's been relatively busy, October
20      and November will be as well, Hispanic Heritage
21      Month, I think it's important to know that, the
22      Agency has been busy with that in conjunction with
23      ICHLA, which is the Hispanic Commission within our
24      house, and we'll continue to do that through mid
25      October as well.  As you go through the list of
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 1      events, are there any questions or concerns about
 2      that at all?
 3              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  I wasn't here last
 4      month to hear about the baseball game.
 5              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Baseball game,
 6      that was my next piece of the report.
 7              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Oh, okay.
 8              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  It was fantastic,
 9      sellout, in fact all three of the three years that
10      we've done it the report has been a sell-out every
11      year.  The raffle for the jerseys or the auction for
12      the jerseys goes off well and that is a donation that
13      the Agency in conjunction with the Indians gives to
14      the negro league in Kansas City, so we're excited
15      about that.
16               The piece that we added this year was at
17      Martin University and we did a program where we had
18      the head of the museum come in and give a
19      presentation about the history of the old negro
20      leagues.  That went over well.  We had close to 400
21      kids, IPS kids specifically, that were there in
22      attendance.
23              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  At the university?
24              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  At the
25      university, --
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 1              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Aah, nice.
 2              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  -- at Martin
 3      University.  So we did that partnership with them, so
 4      that was exciting and we look to hopefully grow that
 5      as we move forward and add, of course, more and more
 6      kids and hopefully more and more things to present,
 7      so that went over extremely well.  I think it gave
 8      some exposure to Martin University as well as some
 9      exposure to the kids about the history of the old
10      negro leagues, and so it went over well.
11               That kind of faded successfully into that
12      evening's game.  We had the contest, as you guys are
13      well aware of, the essay contest.  We had three
14      winners, three young ladies from various parts of
15      Indiana.  I think the winner was from Jeffersonville,
16      if I'm not mistaken, so she got one of the jerseys,
17      one of the old throwback jerseys, which is awesome,
18      and the opportunity to come on the field and throw
19      out the first pitch, so she was excited, her parents
20      were extremely grateful.
21               And the other two winners, second and third
22      place, they were there as well, they got tickets,
23      some goodie bags, and the winner, which we thought
24      was probably one of the biggest prizes, if you will,
25      got their essay published in "The Recorder" and in
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 1      "La Voz" here in Indianapolis, so we were excited
 2      about that as a partnership and moving forward we
 3      hope to continue that trend.  So really good event,
 4      really good event.  Any questions about that?
 5              COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  It was a good game, too,
 6      I was there.
 7              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Good.
 8              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  It was a good
 9      game, it was a good game, so we're excited.  I think
10      the Commission represented itself well, the staff was
11      there and we get tons of positive feedback from the
12      Indians.  Now, the goal is because of one of the
13      reasons we ventured into that partnership was
14      obviously to expand our demographic.
15               Typically the folks that we cater to are
16      different than the demographic at Indians games and
17      so they allow us to tell the story of the ICRC and
18      kind of convey what our objectives are to people who
19      would not normally hear the conversation, so that was
20      awesome, so if this thing continues in the trajectory
21      that it's going, the idea is to take it to other
22      parts, so Gary has a minor league team as well as
23      Fort Wayne and hopefully we can pilot this and take
24      it there as well, so we'll see what happens.  It has
25      to be cost-effective, obviously, and they have to be
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 1      willing to partner, it's not a solo dance, both
 2      parties have to be willing to give and take.  So any
 3      other questions?
 4              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Team approach.
 5              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Team approach, of
 6      course.
 7              COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  And the Executive
 8      Director had a good throw.
 9              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  I thought a kid threw
10      out the ball.
11              COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  Well, there were two.
12              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Well, she got to
13      throw it out as well.
14              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  She got to throw it
15      with you, is that what I heard you say?
16              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Well, we both
17      threw at the same time.
18              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Oh, okay, okay,
19      great.
20              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Yeah, I avoided a
21      catastrophe from the mound, so that was good.  Any
22      other questions about that piece?
23              (No response.)
24              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  The only thing I
25      wanted to mention is that in light of the question
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 1      about the cultural commissions before is that, as you
 2      guys also know, the only commission that hasn't been
 3      sat since it's been housed with us has been the
 4      Native American Commission.  Well, that's getting
 5      ready to change, so the Governor's Office has
 6      officially appointed the board for the commission and
 7      the first meeting is scheduled to take place in
 8      October, so looking forward to that.
 9               Obviously, there will be some challenges
10      getting it off the ground, but we welcome those
11      challenges and look forward to being able to tap into
12      that part of Indiana's community, as well as the
13      other communities that we work with on a daily basis,
14      so I wanted to make you guys aware of that.
15               At some point down the line we'll have to
16      look at hiring a director for the Native American
17      Commission and we'll want to work with the chair of
18      their board to identify someone who will not only fit
19      well for the commission but because they're housed at
20      ICRC they have to fit well within the culture that we
21      have at the Civil Rights Commission as well.  So
22      looking forward to it, it should be exciting and
23      we'll be able to do some outreach in ways that we
24      haven't been able to do so far, so should be good.
25      Any questions about that?
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 1              (No response.)
 2              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Any questions
 3      about anything else at all?
 4              (No response.)
 5              EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SMITH:  Hearing none, that
 6      concludes the Director's Report.  I certainly
 7      appreciate the time.
 8              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Thank you very much.
 9      I'd like to announce to you that in my mail today
10      received here at the Commission on August 4th is a
11      notification from the Clerk of the Supreme Court,
12      Court of Appeals and Tax Court of the State of
13      Indiana regarding Andrew U.D. Straw versus Indiana
14      Democratic Party.  The Court has issued the attached
15      order:
16               "The appellant, pro se, has filed a motion
17      to proceed in forma pauperis and a letter regarding
18      appeal and ICRC legal advice.  The appellee, by
19      counsel, has filed a verified motion to dismiss
20      contending this court lacks jurisdiction over this
21      appeal.
22               Having reviewed the matter, the Court finds
23      and orders the appellee's motion to dismiss is
24      granted, and this appeal is dismissed with prejudice.
25      The appellant's motion to proceed in forma pauperis
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 1      and letter regarding appeal and ICRC legal advice are
 2      denied as moot.  The clerk of this court is directed
 3      to send a copy of this order to the parties, the
 4      Indiana Civil Rights Commission Clerk and the Indiana
 5      Attorney General.  The Indiana Civil Rights
 6      Commission is directed to file a copy of this order
 7      under lower cause number" and it is given in this
 8      letter.  "Ordered this 1st day of August 2014,
 9      Friedlander, Bailey, JJ, Sharpnack, Senior J, concur,
10      for the Court," and signed by our new female Chief
11      Justice, Nancy Vaidik.  Are there any announcements?
12              DEPUTY DIRECTOR HAYNES:  There is one.  After
13      consideration regarding the motion for oral arguments
14      in this matter, it appears prudent to schedule a time
15      for that oral argument and in my role as general
16      counsel I would suggest 10 a.m. at the Commission
17      meeting on October 24, 2014, meaning the oral
18      argument would take place before the official
19      Commission meeting.
20              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Any objections or
21      questions about that?
22              COMMISSIONER RAMOS:  None.
23              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Hearing none, sounds
24      great.
25              DEPUTY DIRECTOR HAYNES:  Very good.  Thank
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 1      you.  That will be here as well.
 2              CHAIRPERSON BLACKBURN:  Take note of your
 3      next meeting dates, and hearing no other
 4      announcements, this meeting is adjourned.
 5
 6
 7
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22
23
24
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